
Low-level access for
high-rise construction
When planning the construction of high-rise buildings,
contractors and engineers understand that the influence
of the wind is a major health and safety consideration
which increases as a structure rises.  

At one of London’s landmark developments on the South Bank, a new breed of 

low-level work platforms, specifically designed for working in the open, are being

deployed on the construction of three high-rise towers at the Nine Elms Point

residential development on Wandsworth Road.
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Nine Elms Point is a competitively priced

Zone 1 development made up of 645 stylish

studios, one, two, three and four-bedroom

apartments and penthouses. Located next

to the future Nine Elms underground station

and above a new flagship Sainsbury’s

superstore, the development is due for

completion in late 2019.



Leading concrete frame specialist, Getjar Limited, is tasked with constructing the

reinforced concrete frames for the project, which includes the three main towers that

are 18, 28 and 39 storeys high. And, like many of today’s high-rise projects,

construction of the frames for Nine Elms Point uses post-tensioned (PT) concrete slabs

which are placed using GASS aluminium tower falsework and Peri-Trio formwork for the

columns. At its peak, Getjar expects to pump up to 1,000m3 of concrete per week.

With the majority of the floor-to-floor formwork assembly process requiring low-level

access, Getjar called in MEP Hire’s specialist low-level access team to discuss the options

for safe and effective access equipment that would be suitable for high-rise work sites

which are open to the elements.

Andrew Chowings, SHEQ Director at Getjar, explains: “MEP Hire was able to provide our

site team with the latest eco-compliant low-level access equipment that is wind-rated

and classified for outdoor use. Both the PecoLift and EcoLift models are being utilised on

the site, providing access at working heights of 3.5m and 4.2m respectively.” 

Both models have a wind rating of 12.5 m/s and have all the necessary attributes for

working in the open. They provide excellent stability, can be operated on gradients up

to three degrees, and their wheels are automatically braked on elevation. Both units

feature the same revolutionary ‘Patented Stored Power System’ – operatives simply

step into the fully-guarded platform and turn a handle to attain a safe working height.

And, with no batteries and no hydraulic oil, they are truly an eco-friendly solution with

zero energy consumption. 
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For more information on Low Level Access
equipment available from MEP Hire, for
short or long term contract hire, visit
www.lowlevelaccess.co.uk
or call 0800 5875121
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